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Scenel
Welcome to our musical in rhyme and in song.

We hope that you brought your umbrellas alongl

We'll be entering the rainforest where' we can safely say,

You're sure to see a little rain each and every day!

From the tops of the trees to the forest floor,

You'll meet a host of creatures that you've never seen before'

So come on, everyonel To the rainforest we'll go'

'Cause now it's time to start our show!

Agouti is the name of the first creature we'll see'

They're furry little rodents; some live in the trunks of trees'

And if a predator comes along and gives them a scare,

They've been known to jump six feet high in the air!

The rainforest wouldn't be the same without them,

So why don't we go there and learn more about'em?
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Up in - to the tall - est trees, that is where we will be.
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All four lay - ers we'll ex - plore: e - mer - gent,
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wild birds, too, are some crea -tures we'll meet, just to name a few. We're sing - in'
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that is where we will be, ex - plor-ing it from A to Z.
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Come a - long now with me! Rain, rain won't go a - way! - 'Cause
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